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What was the challenge?
Paris, receives 38 millions of tourists each 
year who visit mostly popular places (ex: 
Eiffel Tower, Louvre museum, etc) which 
results in overcrowding in these sites.
The challenge was to solve the problem 
of overcrowded tourist sites in Paris while 
boosting alternative neighborhoods and 
offer tourists an improved experience. To 
well study the problem at hand, we worked 
with several partners/data providers. Comparison of heat map of tourists (left) and recommended zones by the algorithm (right)

Storyboard created to bring user centered approach to an end-to-end design and map of 
principal composants of alrogithm

Short user input tunnel screen that nourrishes our data algorithm

Personalized itineraries out off the beaten track

You are a beta tester of ParisForYou, an innovative solution for visiting Paris. In collaboration with , we suggest itineraries for you already tested by American tourists.

Looking for an authentic travel 
experience in Paris?

Tell us where you want to start your journey

Use current location Search for an addressOr

GET STARTED

You are a beta tester of ParisForYou, an innovative solution for visiting Paris. In collaboration with , we suggest itineraries for you already tested by American tourists.

Tell us about your interests…
Pick your interests from all items in order of preference. We will do our best to curate a guide just for you.

1

Nature & Parks Museums Sights & Landmarks

3

Chocolate factories

2

Cinemas

Fine food stores

Art galleries

Flea markets Auction housesFood markets

Bakeries
& Patisseries

Antique shops

Wine cellars

Bookshops

MUST SEES

FOODIE

ART & CULTURE

STROLL

CREATE MY TAILOR-MADE GUIDEBACK

When do you want to go?
Tell us when you are available so that we tailor our 

recommendations accordingly

Please select a time frame of at least 2 hours to get a 
sufficient number of itineraries

ToFrom 08:30 AM 10:30 AM

PICK MY INTERESTSBACK

You are a beta tester of ParisForYou, an innovative solution for visiting Paris. In collaboration with , we suggest itineraries for you already tested by American tourists.

What was the solution?
Paris For You; a unique application to 
generate personalized and authentic 
itineraries, by exploiting user input data 
and data provided by our partners (open 
data such as traffic, travel time, affluence, 
POI content data) 

Personnalisation; preferences such as 
interests, localisation and avalable tile 
indicated by users are taken into account 
Recommendation; data is used to match a 
particular zone for the chosen criteria.
Planification; application calculates a time 
window to plan ahead, and indicates an 
itinerary.
Authenticity; A unique and geo-cultural 
database qualified by Paris Tourist Office.

Our service design and data science teams 
worked together closely. We engineered 
data to develop a service that is intelligent 
and functional. We conducted interviews 
with tourists visiting Paris. We studied how 
they planned and lived their journey.
We made sure we design a solution 
which is complementary with existing 
offers, while building up on Parisian 
neighborhoods’ DNA.  
We also cared a lot about our solution to 
provide an end to end user experience, 
from planning of the journey, during the 
visit and post-visit experiences. 
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Personalized itineraries out of the beaten tracks MY TRIP

My starting point is

7 bis Boulevard Bourdon 75011 Paris

3 points of interest

08:30 am 10:30 am

I am interested in

From to

L’atelier des lumières

Montparnasse market

30 min

25 min

35 min

Roquette

#nature&parks #foodmarket 
#historicalbuilding 

3 points of interests

2h needed to visit

Personalized itinaries out off the beaten tracks

Get ready to explore what makes France France

Batignolles

Personalized itinaries out off the beaten tracks

5 points of interests

1,5h needed to visit
#nature&parks #foodmarket 
#historicalbuilding 

Necker

Personalized itinaries out off the beaten tracks

7 points of interests

4h needed to visit
#historicalbuilding

Second level of results page with a zoom on the neighborhood with a pinned map on the left and the itinerary on the right panel

First macro level of result in Web app page with 3 neighborhoods and their specificities

What was the effect? 
Paris For You targets repeater tourists or 
visitors who stays in Paris more than the 
average time; seeking for authenticity. A 
test version was launched on Paris Tourist 
Office website, where we conducted a first 
set of user tests. Testers were surprised 
to discover new places in unexpected 
neighborhoods, places where they would 
not expect themselves to stroll around. 
One user quote described very well overall 
feedbacks. It was from an American tourist 
family with two children, discovering new 
places in an unordinary neighborhood in 
Paris.  The mother highlighted a Tuareg 
proverb “On the first trip we discover, on 
the second we get richer”.

Roquette

#nature&parks #foodmarket 
#historicalbuilding 

Intinerary

45 min

10 min

12 min

Your location

Musée d’Edith Piaf
5 Rue Crespin du Gast, 75011 Paris

1

L’atelier des lumières
38 rue Saint-Maur, 75011 Paris
See more

2

Cimetière du Père Lachaise
38 rue Saint-Maur, 75011 Paris

3

12 rue de rivoli, 75001 Paris

3 points of interests not busy

not busy

not busy

not busy

2h needed to visit

10 min

12 min

L'atelier des lumières

Palette Terre

Chocolat factory

Jeff de Bruges

Cimetière de Père Lachaise

Edith Piaf Museum

2

1

3

Personalized itineraries out of the beaten tracks MY TRIP

My starting point is

7 bis Boulevard Bourdon 75011 Paris

3 points of interest

08:30 am 10:30 am

I am interested in

From to

L’atelier des lumières

Montparnasse market

30 min

25 min

35 min

Roquette

#nature&parks #foodmarket 
#historicalbuilding 

3 points of interests

2h needed to visit

Personalized itinaries out off the beaten tracks

Get ready to explore what makes France France

Batignolles

Personalized itinaries out off the beaten tracks

5 points of interests

1,5h needed to visit
#nature&parks #foodmarket 
#historicalbuilding 

Necker

Personalized itinaries out off the beaten tracks

7 points of interests

4h needed to visit
#historicalbuilding

Martin Luther King Park


